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LOGLINE
Blackmailed by a ruthless arms dealer to create a weapon of mass destruction, an aggrieved
chemist must choose between saving the essence of her own identity or humanity itself.

SYNOPSIS
Regaining consciousness in a dank subterranean safe house, a woman can’t remember who she
is or why she’s there.
Her FBI bosses, Joanne and Gunther, inform her that she is Kate, an FBI interrogator who--the
night before--was part of a raid that infiltrated the hideout of the Aryan People’s Brigade, a
domestic terrorist group. She is also told that Eric -- her colleague, boyfriend and paid
informant -- was killed during the operation. They need her impeccable interrogation skills to
break two Brigade members who know the locations of nerve agent canisters set to go off in
NYC.
When the first survivor poisons himself during his interrogation, his dying words begin to trigger
Kate’s memories as to who she really is. Joanne urges Kate to interrogate the second suspect, a
rogue government chemist, Susan Horvath, who has sold her deadly secret to the terrorists as
revenge for the government’s role in her husband’s death in Afghanistan.
But after Kate loses control of the interrogation, her mind floods with disturbing new memories
of her relationship with Eric, the Brigade, and her late soldier husband, that lead her to believe
that she is Susan Horvath, the real chemist traitor under interrogation in an elaborate fake-out.
Shocked to her core and trapped in the interrogation room across from an impostor, Susan tries
to flip the script but finds herself on the deadly end of Gunther’s gun as the room around her
collapses to reveal it was all a set-up. Eric, who had acted out the “role” of the first suspect in
disguise, is alive but now betrays Gunther out of his love and respect for Susan. A deadly
showdown ensues as Susan tries to escape.
Unfortunately, as Susan exits the safe house, she discovers she’s been on an isolated oil rig ever
since she regained consciousness. Gunther compels Susan to create a new supply of the nerve
agent, forcing Susan to sacrifice herself in a final act of redemption.

